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A teacher-made test vs. a standard Nelson test. What difference does it make who wins? We work one on one with machine.
Nelson snorted indignantly. Craig saw the eyes of the schoolchildren fixed on him and realized that he was saying the wrong
thing. â€œBut if you enter the wrong answer into the computer, then the computer will never choose it, and you can give
answers that are completely different from those in the standard test. The result will be the same, the difference is only in the
result. There was silence in the audience. Sweat broke out on Jones' forehead. Roger sat down, took out a piece of paper and
wrote: "What are the chances that the computer will choose the right answer and not choose the wrong one?" compared to those
who had no language experience. The Nelson test provides language skills for native Spanish learners. The context and phrases
in the test problem are broken down into dictionaries to demonstrate complex rules. Difficulties encourage participants to
improvise. The subjects are asked to talk about what they know about their country. In addition, there are topics related to
various aspects of knowledge of a foreign language. Each participant gets six minutes to answer the tasks. In order for the test
subjects not to cope with the test earlier, it is possible to give them an additional 15 minutes to check the examination solution.
The Nelson test is suitable for learners of all skill levels and anyone who wants to improve their language skills. Test website: .n.
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